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WAYS TO HAVE THE TEENAGE CHILD’S VOICE HEARD 
 

Beatrice Kandell, Esq. 
         Andrew Rhein, Esq. 

 
 
 
It is probably fair to say that custody matters involving teenagers may be some of the most 
difficult with which to deal for counsel, their clients, and Judges alike given that young adults 
have a point of view that often must be considered if there is any hope for an amicable 
resolution or one that will be able to be successfully implemented even if Court ordered.  There 
are certain tools that are available that can be utilized to give an older child a voice. 
 

Counsel for Children 
 

Appointing Counsel for unemancipated children in a divorce case is governed by R. 5:8A, which 
states in pertinent part: 
 

In all cases where custody or parenting time/visitation is an issue, 
the court may, on the application of either party or the child or 
children in a custody or parenting time/visitation dispute, or on its 
own motion, appoint counsel on behalf of the child or children.  
Counsel shall be an attorney licensed to practice in the courts of 
the State of New Jersey and shall serve as the child’s lawyer.  The 
appointment of counsel should occur when the trial court 
concludes that the child’s best interest is not being sufficiently 
protected by the attorneys for the parties.   
 
Counsel may, on an interim basis, or at the conclusion of the 
litigation, apply for an award of fees and costs with an 
appropriate affidavit of services, and the trial court shall award 
fees and costs, assessing same against either or both of the 
parties. 

 
Courts have defined the role of a law guardian as an attorney at law who must “‘zealously 
advocate the client’s cause’”.  In the Matter of the Adoption of a Child by E.T. and T.T., Wife and 
Husband, 302 N.J. Super. 533 (App. Div. 1997); see also, Matter of M.R., 135 N.J. 155 (1994).  In 
addition, the American Bar Association has addressed the need for children to be 
independently represented in Court and has provided a separate Standards of Practice for an 
attorney in that role.  See Family Law Quarterly, Vol. 37, No. 2, Summer 2003.   
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Guardian Ad Litem 
 

The appointment of a Guardian Ad Litem is controlled by R. 5:8B. It states that: 
 
In all cases in which custody or parenting time/visitation is an issue, a 
guardian ad litem may be appointed by court order to represent the best 
interests of the child or children if the circumstances warrant such an 
appointment.  
 
The services rendered by a guardian ad litem shall be to the court on 
behalf of the child. A guardian ad litem may be appointed by the court on 
its own motion or on application of either or both of the parents. The 
guardian ad litem shall file a written report with the court setting forth 
findings and recommendations and the basis thereof, and shall be 
available to testify and shall be subject to cross-examination thereon. In 
addition to the preparation of a written report and the obligation to 
testify and be cross-examined thereon, the duties of a guardian may 
include, but need not be limited to, the following: 
 

1. Interviewing the children and parties. 
2. Interviewing other persons possessing relevant information. 
3. Obtaining relevant documentary evidence. 
4. Conferring with counsel for the parties. 
5. Conferring with the court, on notice to counsel. 
6. Obtaining the assistance of independent experts, on leave of 
court. 
7. Obtaining the assistance of a lawyer for the child (R. 5:8A) on 
leave of court. 
8. Such other matters as the guardian ad litem may request, on 
leave of court. 

 
Similarities and Differences 

 
While the two roles may appear similar, there are differences to take into consideration before 
determining which, if any, are best suited for your case and the teenagers in question. 
 
First, both positions are arms of the Court. The appointment of counsel for a child or guardian 
ad litem are not inherent to any case, and must either be appointed by consent, upon 
application by either party, or by the court sua sponte.  
 
The main difference between these two similar roles rests in the duties they are assigned. The 
services of an attorney, the law guardian, pursuant to R. 5:8A, are to the child. Counsel acts as 
an independent legal advocate for the child, not necessarily in the “best interests” as defined 
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by case law and experts, and takes an active part in the litigation, ranging from subpoenaing 
and cross-examining witnesses to appealing the decision, if warranted. Essentially, counsel 
named pursuant to R. 5:8A serves in a similar capacity to counsel for a third-party litigant in 
other legal matters.  
 
The services of a guardian ad litem, on the other hand, are to the court on behalf of the child, 
rather than directly to the child. A guardian ad litem acts as an independent, unbiased fact 
finder, investigator and evaluator as to what furthers the best interests of the child. In this 
respect, the role of the guardian ad litem may be more akin the court’s expert, providing the 
court, by way of a written report, with information needed to better ascertain what the best 
interests of the children dictate.  Given the specific obligation to be objective, a guardian ad 
litem must be cautious not to overstep boundaries and become the advocate for either parent.  
 
In sum, there may be multiple reasons that there are custody and parenting issues involving a 
teenager and it can be precarious when determining how to weigh the teen’s perspective in 
evaluating the impact on the best interests of that child. However, there are means to give a 
voice to a teenager enmeshed in a custody dispute - which may be initiated by the parents, the 
Court, or by the child - to assure that what the teen has to say is not ignored.  
 
 
 
 



CHILD INTERVIEWS UNDER RULE 5:8-6 

By Cheryl E. Connors* 

The interview of a child in the context of a custody dispute is a tool that 

must be carefully considered in terms of its impact on the child and the 

litigation.  The child interview may be conducted by the Court on its own 

motion or at the request of a litigant.  It can be a powerful source of 

information for the Court – not just based on the answers that the child 

provides but the underlying reason for those answers and the demeanor of the 

child in the interview.  

The child interview is permitted under Rule 5:8-6, which provides, in 

part: 

As part of the custody hearing, the court may on its 

own motion or at the request of a litigant conduct an 
in camera interview with the child(ren). In the absence 

of good cause, the decision to conduct an interview 
shall be made before trial. If the court elects not to 
conduct an interview, it shall place its reasons on the 

record. If the court elects to conduct an interview, it 
shall afford counsel the opportunity to submit 

questions for the court's use during the interview and 
shall place on the record its reasons for not asking any 
question thus submitted. A stenographic or recorded 

record shall be made of each interview in its entirety. 
Transcripts thereof shall be provided to counsel and 
the parties upon request and payment for the cost. 

However, neither parent shall discuss nor reveal the 
contents of the interview with the children or third 

parties without permission of the court. Counsel shall 
have the right to provide the transcript or its contents 
to any expert retained on the issue of custody. Any 

judgment or order pursuant to this hearing shall be 
treated as a final judgment or order for custody. 

 
* Cheryl E. Connors, Esq. is a partner at Tonneman & Connors, LLC with offices in Eatontown 

and East Brunswick. 
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R. 5:8-6.  As comment 1.4.3 to Rule 5:8-6 states, the trial court’s decision to 

conduct the interview in the context of a hearing is discretionary rather than 

mandatory, in part, because the Supreme Court Family Practice Committee 

expressed its view that “ordinarily mental health professionals are better 

equipped than the judge, who is ordinarily not especially equipped to conduct a 

meaningful interview.”  Pressler & Verniero, Rules Governing the Courts of New 

Jersey, comment 1.4.3 to R. 5:8-6 at 1841 (2022).  Importantly, if the Court 

declines to conduct the interview, it shall place its reasons on the record.   

“The interview occurs in camera because the child is entitled to a degree 

of privacy which preserves, so far as possible, the child's ‘freedom of 

expression.’” Uherek v. Sathe, 391 N.J. Super. 164, 168 (App. Div.), certif. den. 

192 N.J. 72 (2007) (quoting Lavene v. Lavene, 148 N.J. Super. 267, 272 (App. 

Div.) certif. denied, 75 N.J. 28 (1977).  However, the Rule balances this freedom 

of expression and the ability to elicit accurate information from the child with 

the litigant’s due process rights and the right to know the facts upon which the 

Court may rely in reaching its decision.  See Callen v. Gill, 7 N.J. 312, 319 

(1951) (holding that the court is not permitted to rely on assertions of fact 

made by a child without disclosing those facts to the parties and allowing them 

an opportunity to be heard).  As such, the Rule requires that interviews be 

recorded and transcripts be made available to counsel and litigants upon 

request at their cost.  R. 5:8-6.  While the transcript is available during the 

context of the custody hearing, a party has no right of access to the transcript 
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years later when no proceeding is pending.  Uherek v. Sathe, 391 N.J. Super. 

164, 168-169 (App. Div.), certif. den. 192 N.J. 72 (2007).  Further, the Rule 

expressly prohibits disclosure of the contents of the transcript to the child or 

third parties without permission of the Court except that the transcript may be 

provided to an expert retained in the custody matter.  R. 5:8-6.   

The Rule requires that the Court decide whether to conduct a child 

interview prior to trial in the absence of good cause so that the attorneys may 

present the proposed questions for the interview.  See Comment 1.4.3 to R. 

5:8-6 at 1841.  From the practitioner’s perspective, it is crucial to select and 

submit questions for the interview that will elicit facts or impressions that may 

be helpful to your client’s position.  Those questions should be developed with 

the help of the client, but the practitioner should strategically make the final 

decisions as to which questions should be submitted or eliminated.   

The child interview is one mechanism for the Court to determine the 

child’s preference, which is a factor to be considered by the Court in any 

custody determination.  N.J.S.A. 9:2-4.  Specifically, the statute directs the 

Court to consider “the preference of the child when of sufficient age and 

capacity to reason so as to form an intelligent decision.”  The child’s preference 

“must be accorded ‘due weight.’” Beck v. Beck, 86 N.J. 480, 501 (1981) 

(quoting Lavene, 148 N.J. Super. at 271).  “This standard gives the trial court 

wide discretion regarding the probative value of a child’s custody preference.” 

Id.  The child’s preference can be particularly relevant when addressing 

custody decisions involving teenage children.  See Wilke v. Culp, 196 N.J. 
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Super. 487, 498 (App. Div. 1984) (noting the desires of older children may be 

entitled to stronger consideration than that afforded to younger children), 

certif. denied, 99 N.J. 243 (1985).  Thus, in considering the child’s preference 

in its analysis, the Court may use the child interview to ascertain that 

preference and the reasons for the child’s preference.   

In making the decision to request a child interview, an analysis should 

be made that the child interview will assist the Court in making its 

determination or reveal information that will assist the parties in reaching a 

settlement.  The parameters of Rule 5:8-6 are designed to ensure that the child 

interview is conducted with the appropriate protections for the child’s privacy 

and the litigants’ due process rights.  Thus, when requesting a child interview, 

the practitioner must ensure that the procedures of Rule 5:8-6 are followed and 

that the child’s preference are afforded “due weight” in the Court’s custody 

determination. 
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Deciding Who Vaccinates the Children 

By:  Robert A. Epstein1 

I. Introduction. 

The issue of vaccinating children is not new in our practice area, but it certainly 

has taken on a heightened importance in the age of Covid-19.  Setting aside, if possible, 

the polarizing nature of this topic from a political standpoint, focusing on the children 

at the heart of these issues render the issue more than that necessary to fill a sound bite 

or form the basis of a tantalizing news story.  Determining whether to vaccinate 

children for the virus has been an issue on the forefront of our practice in recent months 

as each case, as often occurs in family law, depends on its own set of facts and 

circumstances, and as also often occurs, the trial court judge deciding the issue.  In the 

context of this seminar, the question becomes whether the issue changes when a 

teenager is involved.  The level of say a teenager may have, the relationship the 

teenager has with the parents and more can potentially impact on what is a “hot 

button” decision falling within the traditional confines of legal custody.   

While this topic could, in and of itself, form the basis of extensive seminars and 

written materials, this particular article is limited to addressing New Jersey law relating 

to this specific topic and notable decisions from secondary jurisdictions addressing the 

issue. 

II. Legal Custody and the “Final Say” for a Parent of Primary Residence. 

 
1 Robert A. Epstein, Esq. is a Partner with Ziegler, Resnick & Epstein, which has offices in Livingston and 
Hackensack, New Jersey. 
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As practitioners, we know that while there is no custody presumption in New 

Jersey that most cases result in parents sharing joint legal custody of the unemancipated 

children at issue.  The Supreme Court of New Jersey in Pascale v. Pascale,2 defined joint 

legal custody as the "authority and responsibility for making 'major' decisions regarding 

the child's welfare.”3  The Court in Pascale added, “Joint legal custody provides rights 

and responsibilities to custodial parents, but it also confers rights with less significant 

responsibilities to non-custodial parents. Indeed, that type of joint venture is found in 

the majority of custody arrangements throughout the country today.”4 

In its seminal decision of Beck v. Beck,5 the Court held that joint custody need not 

involve parents who were equally involved in the child rearing process and “it is 

necessary only that the child recognizes both parents as sources of security and love 

and wish to continue both relationships.”6  Our Supreme Court has held: 

The most troublesome aspect of a joint custody decree is the additional 
requirement that the parent exhibit a potential for cooperation in matters 
of child rearing. This feature does not translate into a requirement that the 
parents have an amicable relationship. Although such a positive 
relationship is preferable, a successful joint custody arrangement requires 
only that the parents be able to isolate their personal conflicts from their 
roles as parents and that the children be spared whatever resentments and 
rancor the parents may harbor.7 

 
 We have all likely experienced parties who do not believe they can co-parent 

with each other.  Even in what are often described as the “worst of the worst” cases, 

 
2 140 N.J. 543, 596 (1995). 
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 86 N.J. 480 (1981). 
6 Id. at 497. 
7 Id. 
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however, trial courts still appear reluctant to enter a sole legal custody arrangement in 

favor of one parent or to punish a parent for not complying with a joint legal custody 

arrangement.8  The Appellate Division in Nufrio v. Nufrio,9 held as to joint legal 

custody: 

[W]e conclude that the prime criteria for establishing a joint legal custodial 
relationship between divorced or separated parents centers on the ability 
of those parents to agree, communicate and cooperate in matters relating 
to the health, safety and welfare of the child notwithstanding animosity or 
acrimony they may harbor towards each other. The ability of parents to 
put aside their personal differences and work together for the best 
interests of their child is the true measure of a healthy parent-child 
relationship. A judicial custody determination must foster, not hamper, 
such a healthy relationship. Therefore, a parent's amenability or inability 
to cooperate with the other parent are factors to be considered in 
awarding joint legal custody.10 

 
 While the ultimate decision regarding legal custody is left to the trial court’s 

discretion, joint legal custody is preferred because it is “likely to foster the best interests 

of the child in the proper case.”11   

 The existence of a joint legal custody arrangement, however, does not end the 

conversation as to who makes decisions for the children even when those decisions 

involve major issues impacting upon the child’s health, safety, general welfare, religion 

and the like.  Several New Jersey cases strongly suggest, if not directly indicate, that 

where there exists a primary residential parent (or “Parent of Primary Residence) that 

parent has some level of “final say” over such issues in the event of a dispute between 

 
8 Id. (“Despite the obvious unfairness of allowing an uncooperative parent to flout a court decree, we are 
unwilling to sanction punishment of a recalcitrant parent if the welfare of the child will also suffer.”).  

9 341 N.J. Super. 548 (App. Div. 2001). 

10 Id. 
11 See id. at 555 (internal citations omitted). 
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parents in a joint legal arrangement.12  While it seems many practitioners and trial 

courts appear hesitant to rely on this body of law because in certain ways it minimizes 

one parent’s role as compared to the other, such cases constitute good law and are 

relevant to the vaccination discussion at the center of this article. 

 In Feldman v. Feldman,13 the Appellate Division held the primary caretaker “has 

the right to determine the religious upbringing of the children in his or her charge.”14  In 

a case predating Beck, as well as this line of case law, a trial court held: 

The best interests of the child are served when the parents join together on 
matters of discipline. The child should not join one parent against the 
other . . . However, when communication between the parents breaks 
down, the court cannot be asked to decide questions of routine 
discipline.15 

 
 The trial court in that matter, in reliance on Boerger v. Boerger,16 noted: 
 

The parent to whom custody is awarded must logically and naturally be 
the one who lawfully exercises the greater control and influence over the 
child. The [residential parent], who lives with the child more than six days 
a week, as contrasted with the [nonresidential parent's]  limited visitation . 
. . is the one who actually rears the child and shapes its moral, mental, 
emotional, and physical nature.17 

 
 A dispute over a child’s medical treatment was at the forefront of the trial court’s 

decision in Brzozowski v. Brzozowski,18 where the parents disagreed over what was 

 
12 This article does not address those situations where the parties agree that neither of them will have 
“final say” over any issue. 

13 378 N.J. Super. 83, 91 (App. Div. 2005); see also McCown v. McCown, 277 N.J. Super. 213 (App. Div. 
1994). 
14 Id. 
15 See Pogue v. Pogue, 147 N.J. Super. 61 (Ch. Div. 1976) (declining to grant a non-custodial parent’s 
request to enjoin a child from playing basketball because of the child’s poor academic performance and 
behavior). 

16 See id. (citing Boerger v. Boerger, 26 N.J. Super. 90, 104 (Ch. Div. 1953)). 

17 Id. 
18 265 N.J. Super. 141 (Ch. Div. 1993). 
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described as an “almost innocuous” surgical procedure.  The non-residential parent, 

who was a joint legal custodian, opposed the primary custodial parent’s decision on the 

issue.19  Denying the non-custodial parent’s objection, the court held, “It is fully 

consistent with the reasonable expectations of the parties, that that parent given the 

responsibility for the day-to-day rearing of the children should be able to discharge that 

responsibility (subject, as always, to notification to, and dialogue with, the joint 

custodial parent).”20 

III. Glimpse Into Vaccination Case Law. 

 In the recently unpublished decision of M.A. v. A.A.,21 one parent appealed a 

trial court post-Judgment order entered following a trial appointing the other parent as 

limited medical guardian of vaccinations for their daughter.22  The parties’ Marital 

Settlement Agreement provided the parties shared joint legal and physical custody of 

the child and that they would act in her best interests.23  The agreement did not address 

how disputes regarding medical emergencies would be resolved, did not reference 

vaccinations, and made no indication how their respective religious beliefs could 

impact on the child’s care.24  Pre-separation, the parties submitted a letter to the child’s 

preschool claiming a religious exemption from vaccination requirements.25 

 
19 See id. 
20 Id. (internal citations omitted); see also Pascale, supra (citing Brzozowski positively in this context). 

21 2021 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1326 (App. Div. June 30, 2021). 
22 See id. at *2. 
23 See id. 
24 See id. 
25 See id. at **2-3. 
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 Post-Judgment, the daughter stepped on a rusty nail that punctured her foot.  

She was then brought to the hospital by father where she received a diphtheria, tetanus 

and pertussis vaccination.26  Father advised mother of the vaccinations.27  A few weeks 

later, father opposed mother taking the child to Bulgaria because the child did not have 

all of her vaccinations.28  The trial court allowed mother to take the child because she 

had previously done so without having the child vaccinated.29 

 Upon the child’s return, father took her for follow-up vaccinations without 

mother’s knowledge or consent.30  Contemporaneous therewith, mother filed a motion 

seeking sole custody of the child and to enjoin father from having any further 

vaccinations administered to the child.31  Father cross-moved for sol legal custody as to 

medical decisions (including vaccinations).32 

 At trial, mother had testify an expert in rheumatology and immunology who 

reviewed the child’s records and determined she had a “diathesis or a tendency to 

autoimmune problems,” and developed an allergic reaction to certain vaccines 

administered.33  Testimony was also provided by the child’s pediatrician, who testified 

in favor of vaccination as an expert in pediatrics and vaccines within the scope of his 

own medical practice.34 

 
26 See id. at *4. 
27 See id. 
28 See id. 
29 See id. 
30 See id. at **4-5. 
31 See id. at *5. 
32 See id. 
33 See id. at *6. 
34 See id. at **8-9. 
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 Following trial, the court denied mother’s motion and appointed father as 

limited medical guardian for immunization purposes only.35  On appeal, the Court 

rejected mother’s argument that the best interests of the child standard did not apply 

because she was objecting to vaccinations based on religious grounds, especially 

because the parties’ own MSA implemented the best interest standard as to the child’s 

custody.36  The Appellate Court also found the trial court properly evaluated and 

considered the testimony of the medical experts, as well as the parties.37 

 The Supreme Court of New York’s decision in J.F. v. D.F.,38 garnered a lot of 

attention as one of the first decisions focusing on vaccinating children for the Covid-19 

virus.  The issue in the post-Judgment dispute on an Order to Show Cause filed by 

mother was whether an eleven (11) year old child should be vaccinated over father’s 

opposition.39  Notably, the parties previously agreed their nineteen (19) and seventeen 

(17) year old daughters would be vaccinated.40  Father raises a variety of reasons 

underlying his opposition, including, but not limited to, the vaccine having not been 

subjected to long-term trials for side effects, Covid was “benign” to an eleven (11) year 

old child, there was no mandate for the vaccine, there were potentially serious 

complications and the short-term side effects could impact the child’s ability to travel 

over the impending Thanksgiving holiday.41 

 
35 See id. at *12. 
36 See id. at *21. 
37 See id. 
38 2021 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 6142 (Dec. 3, 2021). 

39 See id. at *176. 
40 See id. 
41 See id. at *177. 
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 On the return date of the Order to Show Cause, the child’s pediatrician testified 

that the child would be best protected from Covid-19 by receiving the vaccination.42  

Notably of relevance to the topic of this seminar regarding teenagers, at the conclusion 

of the doctor’s testimony the court requested that the child’s attorney (appointed by the 

court) confer with the child about her view of the possible vaccination.43  The child 

“authorized [the attorney] to report to the Court that while she understood her father’s 

concerns about safety, it was her desire to join her sisters in the vaccine process.”44 

 In rendering its decision, the New York tribunal referenced opinions in 

secondary jurisdictions where joint custodians disagreed regarding a child’s 

inoculation.45  The court primarily viewed the issue of one whether it could “intrude 

into the family unit and order the child vaccinated.”46  Referencing the related New 

York decision in C.B. v. D.B.,47 the court in J.F. applied the logic in that equivalent 

matter: 

New York is transitioning towards a "new normal" where citizens are 
taking precautions to balance staying safe from COVID-19 and its variants 
alongside the desire to return to some semblance of regular life. The 
widespread availability of three different no-cost COVID-19 vaccines, 
with their continued, proven efficacy in preventing the spread of the virus 
and the development of serious symptoms in those who contract it, has 
resulted in the expectation that one must be vaccinated in order to 
participate meaningfully in everyday society.48 

 

 
42 See id. at *178. 
43 See id. 
44 See id. at *178. 
45 See id. at **179-80 (internal citations omitted). 

46 See id. at *180 (citing C.B. v. D.B., 2021e N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 5111 (Sup. Ct. New York Cty 2021) (court 
conditioned parenting time by a parent on that parent obtaining the Covid-19 vaccination). 
47 See C.B., supra. 
48Id. 
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 The court also referenced prior New York decisions declining to find a breach of 

a joint custody agreement where one parent had a child vaccinated for common 

childhood illnesses without the other parent’s approval.49  In ultimately granting 

mother’s request to vaccinate the child, the trial court concluded: 

The best interests of this child are served by participating in the vaccine 
program. The mother wants the child vaccinated: the child agrees. So does 
her counsel. The father, already vaccinated, acknowledges that vaccines 
are important, even though he questions potential complications and side 
effects in its application to his youngest daughter. The child's pediatrician, 
selected by both parents, endorses an immediate vaccination. So does this 
Court.50 

 
IV. Vaccinating Teenagers. 

 
While the legal arena of vaccinating children for the Covid-19 virus is still 

developing, one can imagine that how courts address this issue will – likely most other 

areas of family law – be highly fact specific.  Involving testimony from medical 

professionals appears necessary whether the matter is addressed during oral argument 

on a motion or Order to Show Cause, or during a plenary hearing.  The appointment of 

an attorney for a child, however, while common practice in New York is not customary 

in our State.  Perhaps as this issue further develops our trial courts will be more inclined 

to involve a guardian ad litem or attorney for the child so that the child’s view on 

vaccination can be ascertained as appropriate.  One can also envision trial judges 

interviewing the children at the center of such disputes, especially if an older 

unemancipated teenager is involved.  The weight of a teenager’s opinion oftentimes 

 
49 See id. (internal citations omitted). 

50 Id. at *183. 
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carries more weight as to custody and parenting time related issues than that of a 

younger child, and it seems consistent it would also do so in the area of vaccinations. 

This arear will continue to unfold as we live through these times, thereby 

allowing us to learn from and develop how we address such issues for our clients. 
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Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of New Jersey from 2005-2006 and then commenced private practice
focusing exclusively on family law matters. She graduated from Cornell University with her Bachelor of Arts degree
in 2000, with distinction in all subjects, and from Seton Hall University School of Law in 2005, magna cum laude.
While attending Seton Hall University School of Law, Ms. Connors received a full scholarship as a Law Chancellor
Scholar, was a senior member of the Seton Hall Law Review and received the Raymond del Tufo, Jr. Award.

ARTICLES AND SEMINARS
Ms. Connors is a frequent author and lecturer on the topic of family law:

“Is the New Alimony Statute Applicable to Cases in the Pipeline?” co-authored by Cheryl E. Connors,
Esq. and Charles F. Vuotto, Jr., Esq., which was published in the New Jersey Family Lawyer in 2016

“Guaranteed Employment and Relocation: Is It Time To Reexamine New Jersey’s BauresStandard?” by
Cheryl E. Connors, Esq., which was published in the New Jersey Family Lawyer in 2013

“A Balancing Act: The Extent to Which a Stepparent Should Be Held Responsible for a Stepchild’s Post-
Divorce Support” by Cheryl E. Connors, Esq., which was published in the New Jersey Family Lawyer in
2011

“Practical Guide to Name Changes” co-authored by Cheryl E. Connors, Esq. and Rebecka Whitmarsh,
Esq., which was published in the New Jersey Law Journal in 2009

“Major Factors to Consider When Distributing Real Estate in Divorce” co-authored by Charles F. Vuotto,
Esq. and Cheryl E. Connors, Esq., which was presented at the annual Family Law Symposium in 2008

Divorce Magazine’s Frequently Asked Questions feature

NJSBA Family Law Symposium, “Alimony: Exceptional Circumstances, Cohabitation and Retirement”,
2018

NJICLE, “Child Custody Seminar”, 2017

NJSBA Annual Meeting, “Legislative Update” regarding college contribution bill”, 2016

NJAJ Boardwalk Seminar, “Litigating Grandparents Visitation Cases and Third Party Custody and
Visitation Claims in the Family Part”, 2016
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NJICLE, “Unmasking Fraud in Matrimonial Litigation”, 2015

NJICLE, “Hot Tips” Seminar, “Collaborative Law Agreement”, 2015

NJICLE, “Hot Tips” Seminar at the Family Law Retreat, “Collaborative Law Act,” 2015

NJICLE, “Hot Tips in Family Law” Seminar, “Provisions for Matrimonial Settlement Agreements,” 2014

NJAJ Boardwalk Seminar, “Imputation of Income in Alimony Awards,” 2014

NJICLE, “Hot Tips in Family Law” Seminar, “Stepparents Post-Divorce Responsibilities,” 2013

Middlesex Regional Chamber of Commerce, “Women in Transition,” 2012

Annual Wilentz Family Law Digest Seminar presented to Middlesex, Union and Somerset County Bar
Associations, 2008-2015
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Bobby Epstein
Bobby Epstein is a Partner with Ziegler, Resnick & Epstein. Well regarded for his passionate and zealous client advocacy, Bobby

has years of extensive experience handling complex and high-net-worth divorce matters;

contentious custody disputes; alimony matters; post-divorce matters (involving modification in support on many cohabitation

matters, and down income and retirement matters); pre- and post-nuptial agreements; appeals; college contribution disputes;

and domestic violence matters.

Bobby prides himself, first and foremost, on the long-term relationships he has built and maintained with many of his clients,

even after their matters have concluded. He is known within the industry for his ability to craft a custom-tailored approach for

every client, while considering each individual case and the issues involved. As such, he has earned a stellar professional

reputation amongst judges and attorneys in the family law legal community.

An emerging leader in the matrimonial legal community, Bobby frequently writes on a variety of topics for a wide range of legal

and non-legal publications and often presents at well-known seminars including, but not limited to, the New Jersey State Bar

Association’s annual Hot Tips seminar and Family Law Symposium, and the New Jersey Association for Justice’s annual

Boardwalk and Meadowlands seminars.

Don't hesitate to contact Bobby to learn more about how he can help.

Background
Prior to joining Ziegler, Resnick & Epstein, Bobby was a Partner in Fox Rothschild LLP’s Family Law practice group. Before

attending law school, Bobby was an Account Executive at McCann Erickson Worldwide, a global advertising agency where he

worked on major client accounts including Coca-Cola and Burger King, among others. His experience in advertising has provided

him with a unique energy and creative approach to family law matters.

Bobby graduated from Binghamton University with a Bachelor of Science degree from the University’s School of Management.

He received his Juris Doctor, cum laude, from St. John’s University School of Law.

Personal Life
When not working, Bobby spends most of his time with his wife and three boys, either at their Essex County home or at one of

the boys’ activities or sporting events, where he can often be found coaching. Growing up with his wife on Long Island, he is a

dyed-in-the-wool Mets fan, worships the altar of Pearl Jam, enjoys playing music with whoever will join him, and regularly

escapes to his local CrossFit gym.

Bar Admissions

Reported Decisions

New Jersey

New York

Parish v. Parish, 412 N.J. Super. 39 (App. Div. 2010) (establishing new rules and procedures before a court can impose

conditions upon filing motions in a family part case)

Barr v. Barr, 418 N.J. Super. 18 (App. Div. 2011) (addressing the equitable distribution of a pension in the context of

post-judgment employment efforts)
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Publications

Speaking Engagements

NJSBA 2021 Family Law Symposium – Valuations – A Brief Synopsis

Third Party Witness Subpoenas (November 2020)

When to Take Depositions in Family Law Matters (November 2020)

Using Mental Experts in Custody Cases (October 2020)

Cohabitation and the Relevance of a Payor’s Financial Circumstances (September 2020)

College Contribution Seminar (New Jersey Association for Justice, Boardwalk Seminar, August 2020)

What Family Lawyers Should Know about the CARES Act (New Jersey State Bar Association, April 2020)

Intrastate Relocation: A New Jersey and Nationwide Perspective of an Evolving Area of Law (January 2020)

Hot Tips in Family Law (New Jersey Institute of Continuing Legal Education Seminar, November 2019)

Potential Considerations in Negotiating Alimony Buyouts (New Jersey Institute of Continuing Legal Education Seminar,

August 2019)

A Primer on Federal Tax Reform and the Elimination of the Alimony Tax Deduction (January 2019)

Qualities of an Ideal Private Investigator for Family Law Matters (November/December 2018)

How Does Tax Reform Affect Divorced People? (ROI-NJ, September 2018)

A Review of Cohabitation Law in a Post-Amendment Landscape (New Jersey Law Journal, Family Law Insert, February

2018)

“What’s Your Number?” Assessing the Value of Palimony Damages (New Jersey Family Lawyer, October 2017, co-

author with the Honorable Thomas P. Zampino, J.S.C. (ret.))

The Termination of Child Support Law and “Financial Maintenance” for a Disabled Child (September 2017)

A Nuts and Bolts Review of New Jersey Relocation Law – Are We There Yet? (New Jersey Law Journal, October 2016)

Mallamo v. Mallamo: Where Do We Stand 20 Years Later? (New Jersey Family Lawyer, June 2016, co-author with the

Honorable Thomas P. Zampino, J.S.C. (ret.))

A Prenuptial Agreement Protects Your Interests in the Family Business (Family Business Magazine, May 2016)

Op-Ed: NJ’s Emancipation Statute Brings Changes to Child Support (April 2016)

NJ Emancipation Statute Will Change Duration of Child Support (February 2016)

Child Support and Post-Secondary Education (New Jersey State Bar Association, Family Law Symposium, January

2016)

Litigating Cohabitation Under NJ’s Amended Alimony Law (New Jersey Law Journal, February 2015)

A Primer on Pre-Nups (Matrimonial Strategist, January 2015)

New Jersey Enacts “Family Collaborative Law Act” (September 2014)

For Better or Worse, Alimony Reform is Here (September 2014)

Imputing Income to a Non-Working Spouse During the Pendente Lite Period: A Violation of the Status Quo or a Practical

Step Toward the Reasonably Comparable Lifestyle? (New Jersey Family Lawyer, November 2012)

The Settlement Mindset (Matrimonial Strategist, November 2011)

Retiring in a Down Economy (Matrimonial Strategist, July 2011)

Social Networking – The Future of Evidence in Matrimonial Litigation? (Matrimonial Strategist, January 2011)

Parenting Time Issues Involving Teenage Children (New Jersey State Bar Association, May 2022)

Ethics and Diversity in Family Law: Recognizing Cultural Differences of Our Clients and Retainer Agreements, Arbitration,

and Collecting Fees (New Jersey Association for Justice, Boardwalk Seminar, April 2022)

Cultural Awareness in Family Law Cases (New Jersey State Bar Association, Family Law Symposium, January 2022)

Hot Tips in Family Law: Credibility and Courtesy are Key (November 2021)

NJSBA 2021 Family Law Symposium – Valuations in the time of Covid-19

NJ ICLE Winter Conference (November 2020)

Hot Tips in Family Law: Strategic Considerations in Family Law Litigation during COVID-19 & Beyond (November 2020)

Domestic Violence: Overview, Trial Strategies and Impacts of Covid-19 on Domestic Violence Issues (October 2020)

Using Mental Experts in Custody Cases (October 2020)

College Contribution Seminar (New Jersey Association for Justice, Boardwalk Seminar, August 2020)

What Family Lawyers Should Know about the CARES Act (New Jersey State Bar Association, April 2020)

Intrastate and Interstate Relocation – The Aftermath Of Bisbing, How To Shape Our Intrastate Relocations Laws, and An

Aerial View Of How Other States Address Intrastate Relocation Laws (New Jersey State Bar Association, January 2020)

The Financial Aspects of Divorce in 2019 and Beyond: 

Strategies for a Whole New Ballgame (New Jersey State Bar Association, November 2019)

https://www.zrelaw.com/documents/Qualities-of-an-Ideal-Private-Investigator.pdf
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Beyond Domestic Violence II: Cyber Harassment(New Jersey State Bar Association, November 2019)

Parental Alienation: Where Law Meets Science in 2019 (New Jersey State Bar Association ICLE, September 2019)

Financial Aspects of Divorce (New Jersey State Bar Association ICLE Summerfest, August 2019)

Pendente Lite Support Under the New Tax Law (New Jersey Association for Justice, May 2019)

Domestic Violence: From TRO to Trial (New Jersey Association for Justice, May 2019)

Opening & Closing Arguments – What to Do and How to Do It (Barry Croland Inn of Court, May 2019)

Family Law Symposium (New Jersey State Bar Association, January 2019)

Litigating an Interstate Relocation Trial Post-Bisbing (New Jersey Association for Justice Meadowlands Seminar,

November 2018)

Hot Tips in Family Law (New Jersey State Bar Association, November 2018)

Cohabitation Law in a Developing Legal Landscape (Justice Virginia Long Inns of Court, June 2018)

Hot Tips in Family Law (New Jersey State Bar Association, November 2017)

Advanced Family Law (NBI, September 2017)

Child Support Guidelines and Other Child Support Issues-Dependent Parents and Older Children Still Living at Home

(New Jersey State Bar Association, Family Law Symposium, January 2016)

How to Take a Family Part Case Through the Court System (New Jersey State Bar Association, October 2016)

Cohabitation and Alimony Payments: Understand the Laws in New Jersey (July 2016)

Family Law: Breaking Up is Hard to Do (New Jersey Association for Justice, February 2014)
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Honorable Kay Walcott-Henderson 

   
 

 
 

Judge Walcott-Henderson is a Superior Court Judge in Mercer County, New Jersey 
currently assigned to the Family Division. She was appointed to the Superior Court 

in November 2016 and began her judicial career in the Civil Division where she 
served for three years. She began her tenure in the Family Part in September 2019 

and currently is the sole judge assigned to the Mercer County FM Docket with 
approximately 900 active cases.   

 

Prior to her appointment to the Superior Court, she served as a Supervising Judge of 

Workers’ Compensation; Deputy Chief Counsel in the Office of Governor’s 
Counsel; Chief of Staff at the Department of State with responsibilities that included 

the 2007 Presidential election; General Counsel to Speaker of the Assembly, Joseph 
J. Roberts, Jr. (retired); and as an Assistant Prosecutor in the Mercer County 

Prosecutor's Office.   

 

Among her most notable work in the New Jersey Legislature was her leadership role 
in the passage of several key legislative priorities including: the 2004 Ethics Reform 

(New Jersey’s Pay-to-Play law); the 2005 Election Reform Legislation; the 2006 
Legislative Committee’s Report on Property Tax Reform; and the Repeal of the 

Death Penalty.  

 

As a proud graduate of Rutgers College – New Brunswick campus, Judge Walcott-

Henderson studied at the Sorbonne in Paris, France and is now committed to 
fostering and financially supporting this Study Abroad Program. Having had the 
benefit of this life changing experience, she remains an avid traveler. In 1996, she 

received her Juris Doctorate from Villanova University School of Law. Since then, 

she has had a career devoted to public service. 

 

 

She is an active member of her community having hosted and participated in a 
number of social and community events. Among the most notable organizations to 

which she committed her time in a leadership capacity are Jack and Jill of America, 
Mercer County Chapter (for 16 years); the Hopewell Valley PTO; the Hun School 
Football Team (as Team mom for 3 years); the Garden State Bar Association; the 

Association of Black Women Lawyers; the Supreme Court Committee on Diversity 
Inclusion and Community Engagement (formerly known as the Minority Concerns 

Committee); the Supreme Court Committee on Judicial Salaries and Pensions; and 
the Supreme Court Committee on Jury Selection in Civil and Criminal Cases. 

 

While her professional pursuit is ensuring justice and equity in the law, she finds 
great solace in spending quality time with family and friends; bible study; reading 
fiction; and enjoying long, lazy days at the beach with family and friends. 
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Jennifer Weisberg Millner is a Shareholder and Chair of Stark & Stark’s Family Law & Divorce practice.

Jennifer concentrates her practice in divorce, custody, adoption, and appeals. She is also certi�ed in

collaborative law, a method of dispute resolution in which the parties and their attorneys mutually

agree to reach a settlement outside the courtroom without resorting to litigation.

Jennifer is deeply familiar with the complex legal, and emotional, challenges that arise when families

must turn to the legal system to solve their di�erences, and she is adept at helping her clients

navigate that uncertain terrain to reach their desired destination.

With almost 30 years of extensive Family Law experience, Jennifer has developed thorough

knowledge of the complicated issues involved in divorce, separation, custody, support and a myriad

of other family court matters. She’s well-versed in resolving complex equitable distribution matters

involving executive compensation and business and professional practice valuations.

Jennifer also has extensive trial experience in matters involving contested custody, including those

involving special needs children. She works frequently with members of the LGBTQ community to

resolve the unique challenges they face in family matters.

Jennifer Weisberg Millner
Shareholder

Phone: 609.945.7608 

Fax: 609.896.0629

jmillner@stark-stark.com

993 Lenox Dr, Building 2

Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

40 Lake Center, 401 NJ-73, Suite 130

Marlton, NJ 08053

https://www.stark-stark.com/family/
mailto:jmillner@stark-stark.com
https://www.stark-stark.com/
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In addition to her trial court experience, Jennifer argues in both the New Jersey Appellate Division

and New Jersey Supreme Court. When court involvement is the best option, Jennifer is a client’s

closest ally and their �ercest advocate.

Jennifer is a contributor to the New Jersey Law Blog, you can read her most recent blog post here.

Additionally, you can read more articles about family law and divorce from other members of the

group. She is also a member of Stark & Stark’s Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Committee.

Thought Leadership

Professional Organizations

In the Community

Notable Matters & Decisions

Service Areas

Family Law

Collaborative Divorce

Education

J.D., Seton Hall University School of Law, 1990  

B.A., Skidmore College, 1987  

https://www.njlawblog.com/author/jmillner/
https://www.njlawblog.com/articles/divorce/
https://www.stark-stark.com/family/
https://www.stark-stark.com/family/new-jersey/alternative-divorce-options/collaborative-divorce/
https://www.stark-stark.com/


HONORABLE JULIE M. MARINO 
 

  
Appointed to the bench in 2003, Judge Marino has sat 

in all three divisions, was the Presiding Judge of Family in 

Somerset/Hunterdon/Warren Counties from September 

2008 through August 2011, and Presiding Judge of 

Criminal in Somerset/Hunterdon/Warren Counties from 

September 2011 through December 2015.  Most recently 

she has served in Family in Hunterdon County, overseeing 

the CIC, FD, Juvenile and DV calendars from January 2016 

through January 2022. 


